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Abstract. Let R be an associative ring rvith identity and M a right R-module. M is

called a tifting LE-module, 1f M is lifting and M: Oter Mi,where Maisa module

with local endomorphism ring, for all i € 1. The purpose of this paper is to investigate

some properties of these modules. Semiperfect rings such that any direct sum of a

simple and a projective Iocal module is lifting are characterized as semiprimary rings

with Jacobson radical square-zero. Moreover we characterize the class of lifting LE-

modules M such that M O S is lifting for all semisimple modules ,9 as those modules

that are direct sums of hollow LBmodules which are extensions of a semisimple by a

simple module. Finally we show that this class coincides with the class of semisimple

modules if and only if every extension of two simple modules splits.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity and all modules

will be unital right h-modules. Rad(M), Soc(M) and Jac(R) will denote the

Jacobson radical of. M, the socle of M and the radical of E, respectively. We

will use the notation ACC (DCC) to indicate that a module M satisfies the

ascending chain condition (descending chain condition)'

We refer to [10] for basic terminology on lifting modules. Santa-Clara and

smith introduced the notion of spec'ial ertend'ing modules in [11]: Let M be a

module. M is called a special ertend,ing rnodule if M is extending and M :

@ur, Mn, where Mi is a module with local endomorphism ring, for all i e I.

f"it*i"g this idea, in this paper, we introduce lifting LE-modules as a dual

notion to special extending modules: Any module M is called lifting LE if M is

lifting and M is a direct sum of modules Mt with Iocal endomorphism rings for
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all i e r (see [5]). Let M be a lifting right iR-module. In this paper we prove
that M is a Iifting LBmodule if one of the following cases is satisfied:
(I) M has ACC on small submodules;
(2) Rad(M) has ACC on direct summands and .rt is right artinian;
(3) Rad(M) has ACC on direct summands and ,R is a commutative max ring;
(4) M is finitely generated and ,R is commutative.
In this paper we also characterize rings for which every direct sum of a lifting
LE-module and a semisimple module is lifting.

Let M1 and M2 be modules. Mr is called small M2-project'iue if every homo-
morphism f , Mt -----+ M2f A, where,4. is a submodule of. M2 and Im/ K. M2f A,
can be lifted to a homomorphism rp : M1 -----+ M2. Let M and,.ly' be modules. If
for all modules F, epimorphisms / : M ------+ F and homomorphisms h : .fy' ------+ F.
there exists either g : -l/ -----+ M with l g : h or a non-zero direct summand M1
of. M and g : Mr ----+ ly' with hg : fvt,, then N is called almost M -projectiue.

Let M be a module. M is said to have fini,te Gotdie d,imens,ion if M con-
tains a finite independent set of uniform submodules {1rt,...,r/,} such that
en_1rN, 1. M. In this casen is the Goldie dimension of M and, we denote
n by dim(M). The module M is said to have fi,nite dual Gotdi,e di,mension if
there exists an epimorphism from M to a finite direct sum of n hollow factor
modules with small kernel. In this case n is the dual Goldie dimension of M
and we denote n by codim( M). CalI a function d : lR-Mod ------ N U {x} a rank
functi,on on R-Mod if for all M,N e rR-Mod: (R0) d(M) :0 <+ M :0 and
(F-l) d(M o ltr) : d(M) + d(N) holds. Note that if d is a rank funcrion and
M a module with d(M): 1, then M is indecomposable. Clearly, dim(M) and
codim(M) are rank functions.

2. Lifting LE-Modules

By [10, Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.9], any lifting LE-module has the decompo-
sition M : 

Q,;er fl, where fla is hollow, for all i € I. h is well-known from [10,
Corollary 5.5] that any indecomposable discrete module has local endomorphism
ring. Flom this fact, [10, Theorem 4.15, Lemma 4.71, discrete modules are also
Iifting LE-modules. The Priifer pgroup z(p*) is an example of a liftingLE-z-
module that is not discrete. Note that the endomorphism ring of. z(p*) is local
by [8, Theorem 7.2.8] and z(p*) is not discrete because every nonzero factor
module of Z(p*) is isomorphic to Z(p6). The following lemma is well-known:

Lemma 2.1. ([10, Lemma 5.1]) ,4 quasi,-d,iscrete module M ,is d,iscrete if and,
only i,f euery epimorphi,sm M + M uith small kernel ,is an'isomorph,ism.

Recall that a module M is called hopfian if every surjective endomorphism
of. M is an isomorphism. Examples of hopfian modules are noetherian modules
(see [2,11.6]) and finitely generated modules over commutative rings (this is due
to Vasconcelos [13]). By the above lemma we get:

Corollary 2.2. Ang hopfian quas'i-d,,iscrete mod,ule is dtiscrete. In par-ticular a
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hollow mod,ule is d,i'screte if and onlg if i't i's hopfian'

Lernma 2.3. Let M be a lifti,ng right R-module. Then the follotuing are equi-

ualent:

(e) M has fini'te d'ual Goldi'e dimens'ion'

Proof. The equivalences (b) <+ (c) <+ (e) follow from [12, Proposition 4.11] and

the fact that supplem"ntr i.t lifting modules are direct summands (see also [10,

Proposition 4.8]).
(a) + (e) + (d) are obvious'

We ,natt show (d) + (a) by induction. Let M be a lifting module such that there

exists a rank function d and d(M) :1' Then M is indecomposable and hence

hollow. Assume now r, ) 1 and assume that for every lifting module N such

s o i s M .  r

Before stating a general decomposition theorem for lifting modules we need

the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. (lg,,Lemma 4.2.1]) Let M be an R-module wi,th essent'ial rad'ical.

For euery d,irect summand,s D1e Dz of M we haue Rad(Dl) : Rad(Dz) i'f and

onty i,f Dt : Dz. In particular iffuad(M) h}.s ACC or DCC on direct summands,

then so has M.

Proof. Straightforward. r

Theorem 2.5. Any li,fting mod'ule M has a decompos'iti'on M : Mr@ Mz@ Ms

such that
o M1 is sem'is'imple;
o M2 is a ti,fting mod'ule wthRad(M2) < Mz andRad(M2) 1' Mz;

o M3 'is a li'fti'n7 module withRa'd(M3): My

rJnaa(u) satzsfies the ACC or Dcc on direct summands, then M2 and Ms are

finite direct sums of hollow modules'
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Assume now that Rad(M) has ACC or DCC on direct summands. By Lemma
2.4, M2 and M3 also satisfy those chain conditions and by rr€mrfla 2.3 they are
finite direct sums of hollow modules. I

Recall that a ring rR is called a right mar ring if every right ,R-module has a
maximal submodule.

corollary 2.6. Let M be a lifting right R-module. Then M i,s ti,ftdng LE i,n
each of the following cases:
(I) M has ACC on small submodules;
(2) Rad(M) has ACC on d'irect sumrnands and R i,s right artini,an;
(3) Rad(M) has ACC on d,i,rect summands and R is a commutatiue max ring;
(4) M is finitely generatecl and R,is commutatiue.

Proof. The first case follows from [1, Proposition 2], which states that Rad(M)
is noetherian if M has ACC on small submodules, and from [7, proposition 3.1]
which gives a decomposition of M into a semisimple and a noetherian rnodule.
The second case follows from Theorem 2.5 and from the fact that hollow modules
over artinian rings are noetherian and therefore hopfian. The third case follows
from Theorem 2.5 and from the fact that every hollow module rr over a max
ring R is local and since r? is commutative, I/ is also hopfian. The last case
follows from Theorem 2.5 and from the fact that finitely generated modules over
commutative rings are hopfian. I

Theorem 2.7. Let R be a right arti,ni,an ring or a conlnLutatiue mar ring. Let
M : Mr O... O Mn be a d'irect sum of relat'iuely projectiue quas'i-d,iscrete right
R-modules M (I 3 i < n). Then M is a lifting LE-module .

Proof. M is quasi-discrete by [6, Theorem 2.13]. Then we can write M :

@nrrHn, where II, is hollow for all i  e I by [10, Theorem 4.15]. Thus by the
above, M is lifting LE. I

3. A Class of Lifting Modules Satisfying (x)

The following property was considered in [6]:
Mr@ Mz is a lifting right rR-module whenever M1 is a simple right .R-module
and M2 is a lifting right R-module.

Let us say that a lifting LDmodule M satisfies (x) if any direct sum of M
and a semisimple module is again a lifting module. Every semisimple module
satisfies (x). we shall show that the class of lifting LE-modules that satisfy (*)
are exactly the direct sums of semisimple modules and those hollow LE-modules
that are non-split extensions of a semisimple by a simple module.

A family of modules {Mther is called locally sem'i-T-ni,lpotent (lsTn) if for
any infinitely countable set of non-isomorphisms {f^: M; - Mt^+r} with all
i, distinct in .I, and for any r € Mi, there exists a positive integer k (depending
on c)  such that  f t . . . " f r ( r )  :  0 .
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We have Baba and Harada's result:

Theorem 3.1. ([3, Theorem 2)) Let M : @uq M6 be an R-module where the
Mi's are local modules uith local endomorph,ism rings. Then the follotuing are
equiualent:
(t) M i,s ffiins.
(2) M, is almost Mi-projecti,ue for all i I j and {Mt}nq is lsTn.

Note that any non-zero module is almost ,S-projective for any simple module
,S. We first need a technical lemma regarding locally semi-T-nilpotent (lsTn)
families of modules.

Lemma 3.2:' Let {Mt}ter be a fami,ly of R-modules and {Si}i6r a fami,ly'of
s'irnple R-modules. If {Mt}a is lsTn, then also the di,sjoint union {M1}a4 L)
{Si)irt 

' is lsTn.

Proof. Let us denote {Lr}nrx i: {Mt}rcr U {Si}irt the disjoint union of the
two families, where K is the disjoint union of I and J. Let {f" : Li^ -- Li^*,} be
a countably infinite family of non-isomorphisms with all i, pairwise distinct. We
may also assume that all fn are non-zero. Consider the chain of homomorphisms
a t a p o s i t i o n k > l :

. ' L ; . n - , .  f x - t  ,  L n n  L  L i * + r ' . .

If. Liu € {Si}irt then neither L,i*_, rrot Liu*, cdtr be simple since otherwise
the map ft-1 respectively /6 is zero or an isomorphism. Hence Li*_r,Lina, €
{Mo}rct. Moreover the composition /r/*-r is a non-isomorphism. We refer to
this observation by (t).
Let A :: {n e N : L;^ e{Si}i."r}. gV (t) we know that N\A is a (countably)
infinite set. Denote the characteristic function of A by 1,r, that is ln(rz) : 1 11
n € A and otherwise 11(n) :0. Define a bijection g: N ---+ N\A recursively by
setting

p(1)  : :  1+ 1^(1)  and g(n *  1)  : :  (p(" )  + 1)  + 1,1(9(rz)+ 1)  for  a l l  n ,  )  1 .

(t) guarantees that rp defines a bijection, since the successor of each k e A lies
i n N \ A .

r . - l f v @ t  i t e ( n ) + r e L
"'- I l ,@)+tl,@) otherwise

By the remark above, property (t) guarantees-that we always "jump" cor-
rectly over the modules in {57}167, and that all /, are non-isomorphisms. By
construction we get that {f., Ln,,-, - L46*4} is a countably infinite family
of non-isomorphisms of modules in {M1}iq1 . Since {Mi};61 is IsTn, for every
element  r  e L, i . , ( , )  there ex is ts  ak)  I  such that  in . . . i t@):0.  Hence for  a l l
r  e  L i ,  we a lso get  a k  )  1 such that  fp . . .h@):  0.  Thus {Ln}*rx is  lsTn.

I
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With the last Iemma and Baba and Harada's Theorem at hand we easily

deduce now the following criteria for a Iifting LBmodule to satisfy (*):

Proposition 3.3. Let M: O,;er Mt be a ff i ing LE-module with all Ma's local

and let S ,: (Ej.., Si be a semis'imple module. Then the following are equ'iualent:

(a) M O ^9 zs li,fting.
(b) Si is almost Mi-proiectiue for all j e J and i e I '

Proof. (a) + (b) follows from Baba and Harada's Theorem 3.1.

the Ma,s is IsTn. Thus applying once again Baba and Harada's Theorem we get

that M O ^9 is lifting. I

As an immediate consequence we can state:

Corollary 3,4. Let M : @rcr Mi be a li,fti'ng LE-module with all Mi's local'

Then the following statements are equiualent:

(") M satisfi.es (*).
(b) M O ,9 is ti,fting for any s'imple module S.

(c) Ang si,mple module S 'is almost M1-projectiue for all i e L

Before we characterize when (*) holds for all lifting LDmodules of the above

type, we show that small M-projectivity and almost M-projectivity for some

Iocal module M coincide for simple modules:

Lemrna 3.5. Let M be a tocal right R-module and s a si,mple right R-m'odule.

Then S i,s M -projecti,ue i,f and, only i'f S 'is almost small M -projectiue'

Proof. Assume S is almost M-projective' Let K C M and f : S - MIK

be a non-zero homomorphism such that /(s) is small in MlK. Hence / is

monomorphic, but not epimorphic. By hypothesis, there exists either a map

g : S +M such that / 
- lrKgor a map g : M ---+ S such that fg : zrx (since

M ir i.rd""omposable, M is the only non-zero direct summand). We shall rule

out the second possibility. Assume there exists a g: M --+ S such lhat f g: rtK,

then g is epimorphic and factors through MlRad(M), that is there exists an

isomoiphism p : MlRad(M) 'S such that 9: 9zr (where r t: zrn.a(rta))'

Hence we get the following commutative diagram:

M 
n , MlRad(M) -------+ 0

i dM l  I  t u

i* ^* , ito ------------+ o
Thus n6(Rad(rx4)) : /gzr(Rad(M)):0 and as Rad(M) is the unique maximal
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submodule, K :Rad(M). But as MlRad(M) is simple, f g and hence / must

be isomorphisms contradicting that /(^9) was small in MIK'Therefore we can

not have this possibility. Thus S is small M-projective.
Now assume that S is small M-projective and assume we have the following

diagram:

s

l/
M P ,  F - - - - - - - *0

where p is an epimorphism and / is non-zero. If / is epimorphic, then / is an
isomorphism and we have g ,: I-rp : M ---+ ,S a non-zero map from a direct

summand of. M to,S such that f g : p. If / is not epimorphic' then /(S)
must be small since F is local. As p factors through MfKetp, there exists an

isomorphism p: MfKery ---+ F such that p: pzr (where 7r i: Trxetp)' Hence

p-l.f is a map from S to MfKerp with small image and by hypothesis there

exists a map g : ,5 - M such that rg: p-Lf. Thus pg : prg: W-rf : f
shows that g is our desired map. Hence ,S is almost M-projective. I

Analyzing the proof of [6, Proposition 4'1] we also have:

Proposition 3.6. Let M be a lifting right R-module with local endomorph'ism

ring such that M @ S is lifti'ng for all simple subfactors S o! M, then M'is simple

or local ulithRad(M) : Soc(M)'

Let C be the class of semisimple and 6 the class of simple modules' By

Ext(C,5) we denote the isomorphism classes of extensions of C and 5, i.e the

isomorphism classes of all R-modules M such that there exists an exact sequence

O - -  C  - - +  M  - -  S - *  0 . . . ( t )

with C € C and ,S e 5. If every exact sequence (t) splits, we will write
Ext(C,S) :  Q.

Corollary 9.7. A non-s'imple hollow LE-module M satisfi'es ('r) if and only if
M 'is an ertension of a sem'isimple and a s'irnple module, i.e. M e Ext(C,S).

Proof. The necessity follows from 3.6. Assume that M is a non-simple hollow
LE-module such that there exists a semisimple module C C M with M lC simple.
Since M is hollow and MIC simple, C is the unique maximal submodule of M.
Hence M is local. Let S be a simple module. It S / o[M] then Hom(,S, F) :

0 for any factor module F of M and hence ̂ 9 is almost M-projective. Now
assume S € olMl, then S is a submodule of a factor module MIN of M. Either
MIN : ^9 and hence N: C. Or N g C and there exists a direct summand
L C C such that C : N O.L. In the latter case -L - CIN: Soc(M/N), as
CIN is maximal in MlN. As,5 e Soc(MlN), there exists an isomorphism

6: S ------ S' g L.Hence either ,5 is a factor module of. M ot ^9 is isomorphic to
a submodule of M. Thus ,9 is almost M-projective. By 3.4 M satisfies (x). I
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Corollary 3.8. .4 mod,ule M i,s a ffiing LE-mod,ule satisfuing (*) if and onlg if
M : C A@ir: L; uith C semis'imple, L5 hollow LE-rnodules that are ertens'ions
of a semis'imple and a s'imple rnodule such that L6 'is almost Li-projectiue for all
i ,  j .

Now we can characterize when (*) holds for all lifting LBmodules that are
direct sums of locals.

Proposition 3.9. Let R be a ring. Then the followi;:ng are equiualent:
(a) Any li,fting LE right R-module M : A,., Mn uith all Ma's local satisfies

( * ) .
(b) Ang fini,tely generated ffiing LE right R-module satisfies (*).
(c) Any direct sum of a si,mple right R-module and a local right R-rnodule with

local endomorphism ring i,s li,fti,ng.
(d) Any local right R-module M with local endornorphi,srn ring is s,imple or

Rad(M) : Soc(M).
(e) Ang simple right R-module is small M -projecti,ue for euery local right R-

module M ulith local endomorphism ring.
(t) Any s'imple right R-module is almost M -projectiue for euery local right R-

module M uith local endomorphisrn nng.

Proof. (a) =+ (b) + (c) is trivial.
(c) + (d) follows from Proposition 3.6.
(d) + (e) Let M be a local module with local endomorphism ring and ,S a simple
module. Assume that there is a non-zero homomorphism / : ,S - MIK with

/(S) small in MIK and K a submodule of. M. Since R^ad(M) : Soc(M) is
the unique maximal submodule of. M,we have K c Soc(M). Let.L be a direct
summand of  K in  Soc(M),  then,L  ̂ l  ( r@ K) lK:Soc(M) lK:Rad(M) lK:
Rad(M I K). Denote by g : Rad(M I K) --> L the natural isomorphism and denote
by rx: M ---+ MIK the canonicalprojection. Then z16 og:idp"^1qM/n and
h e n c e  h  : :  g o  / :  S  - -  M  h a s  t h e p r o p e r t y  t h a t r q a o h :  T K o g o f  :
idpuaet/x)o f : f .Hence ^S is small M-projective.
(e) <+ (f) follows from Lemma 3.5.
(f) + (a) follows from Corollary 3.4. r

Recall that a ring .R is called semilocal if. RlJacR is semisimple. A semilocal
ring with nilpotent Jacobson radical is called sem'iprimary. It is well-known that
semiprimary rings are right and left perfect.

Theorem 3.LO. Let R be a ring. Then the following are equ'iualent:
(a) Eaery lifting LE right R-module satisfies (*) anrl R i,s right perfect.
(b) EuerE fi,ni,tely generated li,fti,ng LE right R-module sat'isfies (x) and R is

serniperfect.
(c) Any d,'irect sum of a si,mple and a project'iue local right R-module is ffiing

and R'is sern'iperfect.
(d) (JaciR)2 :0 and R is sem'ilocal.
(e) The left-uers'ion o/ (a), (b) or (c) hold.
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Proof. (a) + (b) + (c) is trivial.
(c) + (d) As r? is semiperfect R: @T:te,;rB with e1 primitive idempotents.

Let J denote the Jacobson radical of R. By hypothesis any direct sum of a

simple and, e6R is lifting, hence by Proposition 3'6, etR is simple or Rad(e;R) :

eiJ : Soc(e6l?). Hence J : @T:rerJ e Soc(rB n) : l.ann(J) by [2, Proposition

15.17] .  Thus J2 :  0 .
(d) + (a) semiprimary rings are right perfect. Moreover any hollow right .R-

module over a right perfect ring ,R is local So all lifting LE-modules can be

written as a direct sum of locals with local endomorphisms. Let ,L be a local,

non-simple right ,R-module with local endomorphism ring. As R is semilocal

R^ad(Z) : LJ and as J2 :0 it follows that Rad(.L)J :0' Hence Rad(r) :

Soc(I). By Proposition 3'9, all lifting LBright R-modules satisfy (*).

Since (d) is left-right independent, we also get the equivalence of left versions

of (a)- (c) with (d). r

Finally we classify those rings for which every lifting LBmodule that satisfies

(x) is semisimple. Let Ext(A,B) : Ext({A}'{B}) denote the isomorphism

classes of module extensions of the module A by the module B. Recall that

Ext(,A, B) : 0 means that every extension of A by B splits'

Theorem 3.11. The following statements are equ'iualent for a ring R:

(a) Euery tifting LE-module that satisfies (',) i's semisimple.

(b) Euery hollow LE-module that sati,sfies Qr) i,s simple.

(c) Euery hollow mod,ule is either simple or has infinite length.

(d) Ext(S, ?) : 0 for any pair of s'imples S and T '

Proof. (a) + (b) is obvious.
(b) =+ (c) Let M be a hollow module having length 2. Then M is hopfian

by [2,11.6] and by 2.2 M is discrete. Thus M has a Iocal endomorphism ring

by [10,5.5]. since M has length 2, M is non-simple and an extension of two

simple modules. By 3.7, M satisfies (x) and by hypothesis (b) M is simple - a

contradictionto M having length 2. Thus there is no hollow module of length 2.

Any hollow module of finite length ) 2 has a hollow factor module of length 2.

Therefore there is also no hollow module of finite Iength > 2 and every hollow

module is either simple or has infinite length.

(c) + (d) Assume M is an extension of S by ? for some simples S and ?:

Q -----------+,S / ' M 
e ' ? -t 0

We identify ,S with its image in M under /' If S is small in M, then M is a

Iocal module of length 2 what is impossible bV ("). Therefore S is not small in

M and hence a direct summand. Thus / splits and shows Ext(S,?) :0'

(d) + (a) It is enough to consider local non-simple LBmodules M that satisfy

(*). By Corollary 3.7 M is an extension of a semisimple module c by a simple

module ?. Take asimple submodule S of.C with C: SOX. Then we have

an exact sequence:

0 ___-+ 5t -------+ Mlx --+ T.------..-----.0
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and M I X € Ext(^9, 
"). 

By (d) this sequence splits contradicting the fact that
MIX is hollow. Hence every local LBmodule that satisfies (*) is simple and
thus every lifting LBmoduie satisfying (*) is semisimple. r
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